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Introduction
High-performance computing (HPC) and scientific computing are in a constant state
of transition. Artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) and deep learning
(DL) represent revolutionary developments that have had a long gestation period
but are now becoming mainstream. AI/ML/DL, along with big data/data analytics
and mathematical modeling, has become a pillar of scientific computing and will
probably remain so for the next decade and beyond.
IBM Spectrum Scale™ storage system has been a leading-edge storage solution for
the scientific and HPC community for some time. In their latest version, 5.0.0, IBM®
has introduced enhancements to address new IO profiles for AI/ML/DL activities.
Specifically, IBM has increased the small file IO performance needed for these new
workloads.
Below, we discuss some of these IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 performance
enhancements and how they have proven out for a U.S. multi-lab initiative that has
developed the world’s fastest HPC supercomputing environment to accommodate
new and upcoming workloads.

IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 enhancements
Small file IO is metadata intensive and small block
intensive. In order to perform well under these
constraints, storage systems must perform metadata
statuses and updates very quickly and read and write
small blocks of data very quickly.
Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 has dramatically improved IO
performance for small files. Some of the specific small
file IO performance enhancements include:

•
•
•

•
Enhanced remote direct memory access
(RDMA) support to speed up inter-cluster communications and perform
inter-node data transfers with less overhead.
New “lockless” read path to increase parallelism and spend less time
waiting for serialization for reads.
New multi-tiered write cache using NVMe storage to speed up small block
writes.
Variant SubBlock sizes to improve small file space efficiency and system IO
performance.

With large files, most of the IO is spent reading or writing big blocks of data. While
throughput matters and metadata needs to scale, large file metadata isn’t accessed
frequently. In contrast, small file metadata not only has to scale to many more files
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but also has to be accessed much more frequently to perform well. Moreover, the
system needs to be able to read and write small data blocks much faster.
Faster metadata updates require internode communications that have a fast and
predictable response time. To ensure system integrity and metadata validity,
updates must be made in an atomic, consistent, isolated and durable (ACID) fashion.
Performing such updates at scale requires a large database-like structure to be
consistently updated across nodes using efficient cross-node or inter-cluster
communications. In Spectrum Scale 5.0.0, IBM has sped up inter-cluster
communications by taking advantage of protocol technologies such as RDMA. As a
result, metadata access and small block inter-cluster communications are no longer
performance bottlenecks.
However, consistent metadata updates often require serialization, which can slow
down IO performance. In this case, Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 improves small file
performance by reducing serialization requirements for metadata access and small
block read activity.
Recently, the storage industry introduced new NVMe solid-state drives (SSDs) to
improve IO performance. The NVMe protocol was designed as a complete overhaul
of the system to drive interface to dramatically reduce drive IO response
time/latency. IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 has taken advantage of the new faster NVMe
storage to introduce a multi-tier, small block write cache that speeds up small file
write performance significantly.
In previous generations of Spectrum Scale, IBM used a structure called a SubBlock
with fixed partitions to map file data transfers into storage system physical IOs. This
SubBlock structure represented a tradeoff in IO performance against space
efficiency. With Spectrum Scale 5.0.0, IBM introduced a variant sub-block structure
that optimizes system IO for the file size used by the system. This way, both small
and large files can use an optimal system IO size tailored to their requirements.
These and other changes made to IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 have boosted small file
IO performance. Faster inter-cluster communications, quicker metadata access, less
read serialization and some other changes also boosted large file performance.
For example, inter-node data transfers are prevalent in both small and large file
transfers. With the enhancements made to inter-node transfers, both small and
large file read/write IO can now perform more transfers with less overhead and
substantially improve large file IO performance.
In addition to these and other performance enhancements, IBM Spectrum Scale is
now easier to operate and quicker to deploy. The latest 5.0.0 release accelerates IBM
Spectrum Scale deployment out of the box by automating many default parameter
settings that previously required manual assignments. Furthermore, new security
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and compliance functionality added to IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 includes new file
event audit logging, file immutability and both data-in-flight and data-at-rest
security.1

New AI/ML/DL IO requirements
Machine learning (ML), deep learning (DL) and the latest trends in artificial
intelligence (AI) involve multi-phase neural net classification computations.
These phases include (1) data ingest, (2) data clean and transform,
(3) neural net exploration and architectural design, (4) neural net training,
and (5) inference generation. Although the neural net exploration and
architectural design phase doesn’t involve much IO, the other phases require
one or more passes across various data sets.
One key insight garnered from today’s AI/ML/DL algorithms is that the
more data used to train a neural net, the better it gets. That is, larger training
data sets improve neural net classification accuracy. Thus, the larger the
AI/ML/DL data sets, the better those algorithms function.
The first phase in any AI/ML/DL algorithm development is data ingest. This
phase involves ingesting data into a ML/DL framework. In general, data at
this point typically comes in large files, and from the ML/DL perspective it’s
all read and write sequential IO. At the end of this phase, all the data in the
ML/DL framework is ready for processing.
Next comes the data clean and transform phase, a lengthy process of
cleaning and transforming data from its raw format to something that can be
used to train the ML/DL neural net. This process is generally read/write
sequential in nature and involves reading large files in and writing small,
correctly classified files out.
The following phase, neural net exploration and architectural design,
essentially constructs a neural net architecture model for the ML/DL
algorithm, after which time training can begin. As part of the neural net
training phases, all of the small, cleaned training files are randomly read by
ML/DL framework, a trial assessment is made using the current neural net
and the neural net is modified to reduce (classification) error. This process
requires multiple random read passes against the large number of small files
in the training dataset. (Neural net training is done mostly using GPUs.)
After the AI/ML/DL neural net training is completed, the inference
generation phase begins. In that phase, the ML/DL neural net algorithm can
be used to make inferences on new, incoming data. During the inference
phase, IO activity is typically small sensor, video, audio frames being read
sequentially in real time.
In sum, AI/ML/DL IO requirements vary by phase but essentially process
lots of data. Some of this data is large files read and written sequentially, but
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most of the IO that occurs during data cleaning and afterwards involves
processing large numbers of small file random reads and writes.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory new storage system
requirements
The Oak Ridge National laboratory (ORNL) Titan supercomputing facility is being
replaced in order to supply a new world-class super-computer to support the latest
computing and storage services.2 Called Summit, this new fourth-generation
supercomputing environment is designed to support a hybrid CPU-GPU AI/ML/DL
computational workload and other scientific computing needed by members of their
research community.
When completed in
late 2018, Summit will
consist of ~4,600
hybrid (two IBM
Power9 CPUs and six
NVIDIA Volta V100
GPUs) compute nodes
with a ½TB of DRAM
and 1.6TB of
persistent storage
each. The nodes will
be connected via a dual-rail EDR InfiniBand network that will provide a node
injection bandwidth of 23GB/sec and include 250PB of file storage.3
CORAL (Collaboration of Oak Ridge, Argonne and Lawrence Livermore4) is a U.S.
joint initiative to define and build next-generation supercomputing facilities for
ORNL, Argonne National Laboratory and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
In late 2013, the U.S. government issued a CORAL RFP for new computing and
storage technologies that would define all three supercomputing environments for
2017 and beyond.
The CORAL RFP specified a number of requirements, many tied to computing,
power and other facility characteristics. The discussion that follows discusses only
the IO performance requirements for the ORNL Summit 250PB storage system cited
in the CORAL RFP and how IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 met or exceeded all of these
specifications.
CORAL ORNL Summit IO subsystem requirements included the following:
•
•

Minimum of 50,000 file accesses/sec;
Aggregate minimum 1MB sequential read/write bandwidth of 1TB/sec;
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•
•

Aggregate peak sequential read/write bandwidth of 2.5TB/sec; and
Aggregate of 2.6M 32K (small) file accesses/sec.

IBM ORNL Summit storage system

IBM bid IBM Spectrum Scale storage for the ORNL Summit
storage system. The bid consisted of a 77-node, IBM Elastic
Storage™ Server (ESS) cluster running IBM Spectrum Scale
5.0.0. IBM ESS nodes were configured as ½ (20U) rack
building blocks using two dual-socket IBM POWER9 storage
servers with 1TB of memory and four 4U/106 drive
enclosures (with 104 disks and 2 NVMe SSDs each) totaling 4
PB of raw disk storage per node. Each IBM ESS node was
connected with other ESS nodes in the cluster using a 4X
EDR InfiniBand network for up to 90GB/sec of networking
bandwidth.

IBM ORNL Summit storage system results
As discussed earlier, the CORAL ORNL Summit facility had
many unique IO subsystem performance objectives that IBM
ESS cluster had to meet.

File
creates/second
1MB read/write
sequential
bandwidth
Peak sequential
read/write
bandwidth
32K (byte) file
creates/second

CORAL ORNL
Summit IO
Requirements
50,000/sec

IBM ESS building
block performance

1 TB/sec

Client IOR to ESS: 23
GB/sec
TQOSPERF: 16 GB/sec
Read: 43.4GB/sec
Write: 36.3GB/sec

TQOSPERF: 1.2 TB/sec

~56,000/sec

4.3 M/sec

2.5 TB/sec
2.6 M/sec

IBM ESS (77 node)
cluster performance

~57,000/sec

Read: 3.3 TB/sec
Write:2.8 TB/sec

First, CORAL ORNL Summit storage system small file performance had to meet or
exceed 50,000 small file creates/sec. IBM ESS solution achieved ~57,000 file creates
/sec. For this test, IBM ESS used small files of 1K bytes in length and ran the test
using 23 client nodes. This test used small file IO and a shared directory across the
23 nodes. Many of the IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 performance improvements
benefited this work, especially faster inter-node communications.
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Second, CORAL ORNL Summit requirements specified an aggregate of a minimum
1MB read/write sequential bandwidth of 1TB/sec. Two IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0
ESS storage subsystem tests were performed: one with Lustre IOR and the other
with GPFS TQOSPERF. Both were configured for a single client/single file write
sequential workload. The IOR test showed a 23GB/sec/ESS node, and the
TQOSPERF benchmark showed 16GB/sec/ESS node write sequential performance.
When scaled up to 77 ESS nodes, both of these tests demonstrated sequential write
bandwidth in excess of 1TB/sec. The new multi-tiered small block write cache
helped significantly here.
Third, CORAL ORNL Summit requirements stipulated a peak read/write sequential
bandwidth of 2.5TB/sec. Using a data transfer size of 16MB for a ~49TB file, IBM
ESS storage system demonstrated a peak write sequential of 36.2GB/sec and read
sequential of 43.4GB/sec. When scaled up to 77 ESS nodes, the read and write
sequential bandwidth would easily exceed 2.5TB/sec.
Fourth, CORAL ORNL Summit requirements prescribed an aggregate 2.6M 32K file
creates per second. IBM ESS with IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 achieved this
requirement using a non-shared directory with 32K byte files and achieved 56K files
creates/ sec per ESS node. When scaled up to 77 ESS nodes, IBM ESS would achieve
more than 4.3M file creates/sec.

Additional performance achievements
For metadata activity, IBM ESS with IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 performed small
block random reads and writes across a single thread (client-server-device) with an
average of 80 µsec and 200 µsec response times, respectively.
In addition, for multi-thread small block read access, previous generation IBM
Spectrum Scale (4.2.2) would peak at under 400K operations/sec with three to four
threads using 4KB transfer sizes. With IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0, the system now
peaks at ~2.7M operations/sec for 16 threads using 4KB transfers, more than a
700% improvement in read IO performance for small file IO.
Finally, many of the above requirements depended on the ability of IBM ESS to scale
up single-node performance to 77 nodes. IBM supplied proof of ESS node
performance across multiple nodes. For example, IBM ESS with IBM Spectrum Scale
5.0.0 performed more than 5M remote procedure calls (RPCs)/sec across 12 nodes.

Summary
IBM ESS with IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 met or exceeded every ORNL Summit
CORAL IO subsystem performance requirement and is currently deploying a 77
node ESS at ORNL for Summit. IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0 includes numerous design
and code enhancements to dramatically improve small file IO performance, in one
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case achieving a more than 700% improvement in read IO performance for small file
blocks.
Today’s multi-workload HPC/scientific computing environment is likely to require a
storage system that offers multi-TB/sec of large file bandwidth, TB/sec or more of
small file bandwidth and millions of file creates/sec to support storage needs that
may exceed 200PB. In such an environment, IBM ESS with IBM Spectrum Scale 5.0.0
provides world-class performance that will prove hard to beat.

Silverton Consulting, Inc., is a U.S.-based Storage, Strategy & Systems
consulting firm offering products and services to the data storage
community.

Disclaimer: This document was developed with International Business
Machines Corporation (IBM) funding. Although the document uses
publicly available material from various sources, including IBM, it does not
necessarily reflect the positions of such sources on the issues addressed.

Because none of these changes impact IO performance, they will not be discussed any further in this
paper.
2 Available from https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/for-users/system-user-guides/summit/ as of
07June2018
3 Available from https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/for-users/system-user-guides/summit/systemoverview/ as of 07June2018.
4 Available from https://asc.llnl.gov/CORAL/RFP_components/02_draft_CORAL_Build_SOW_12-3113.pdf as of 16May2018.
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